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     hepherd of the Hills Church recently 
observed a “Day of Prayer and Fasting” 
during which about 1200 members 
of the 6,500+ person congregation 
united for 10 hours of prayer, worship, 
reflection, celebration and fasting.
    Participants visited a 1/3 scale replica 
of the Western Wall in Jerusalem. 
Similar to the wall in Israel, visitors 
wrote their prayer requests on pieces of 
paper and placed their requests in the 
“cracks” of the wall.
    Pastor Dudley Rutherford, Senior 
Pastor of Shepherd of the Hills, said “I 
wanted to build a replica of the Western 
Wall because I felt like the Lord put it in 

my heart to do it. I have been to Israel 
several times and, to me, the Western 
Wall is one of the most spiritual places 
in the entire world. It is a holy place 
– possibly the most sacred – and I just 
wanted our church to experience that. 
I also want our church to be praying for 
peace in Israel. Psalm 122:6-7 tells us 
to pray for the peace of Jerusalem: May 
those who love you be secure. May there 
be peace within your walls and security 
within your citadels.”
    Constructed of a foam product often 
used in set building, the Shepherd of 
the Hills prayer wall was created by a 
volunteer team of more than 50 people 

in a two week process, which included 
“routing” the foam to similarly match 
the stone pattern of the wall in Israel. 
Teams of painters then worked to 
create the look of stone, and silk bushes 
similar to the caper bushes that grow 
naturally through the bricks of the 
Western Wall. 
    The church, located in Porter Ranch, 
will “reconstruct” the wall again in 
2008.
 Historically, and religiously, the 
Western Wall, The “Kotel,” is a 
retaining wall in Jerusalem that dates 
from the time of the Jewish Second 
Temple (515 BCE - 70CE).

“Western Wall” at Local Church
Notes Placed in Cracks of Wall
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Early Spring
Registration
    
    Baseball registration begins this 
Saturday and Sunday for two weekends 
for Northridge Little League’s Spring 
Season.
    Joshua Reiter, 5, getting ready for 
another year of T-Ball.
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     “We’re coming to Los angeles, so you guys better  Get ready.”

NFL point man at a Dearborn, Mich. League meeting, to a dubious 
bunch of Los Angeles area reporters – Oct. 28, 2004 to which one of the 
writers replied:
    “That’s great. Just as long as the city does not give the NFL one dime to 
come here.”
    And we at the Valley Voice say “Amen… and good riddance National 
Football League.” Besides, the number of potential sites is shrinking. 
Carson is tired of waiting, Pasadena threw in the towel, as voters by a 
3-1 margin said “uncle,” walking away from any deal. Dodger Stadium, 
downtown, and Hollywood are going nowhere.
    The league was never too hot over the Coliseum, and it seems that 
venue is now making other plans. Anaheim?. They can have them.
    Besides, the NFL is still split. Some owners think a 33rd team makes 
little sense – so are they ready for a 34th? The league is looking for 
L.A. taxpayers to pony up about $1 billion, so the city, county and the 
Governor are probably wasting their time pursuing them.
    Any new stadium here would likely require 200-300 luxury boxes and 
15,000 to 20,000 club seats. Will the average voter step up to financially 
contribute $ 1 billion to super-wealthy team owners? 
    Will they approve tax increases for the wealthy individuals and large 

corporations, to enjoy their cozy luxury boxes, while the average fan 
probably could not afford the price of a regular seat?
    We ask City Councilman Parks, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, County 
Supervisor Yvonne Burke, and their contingency to stop wasting their 
time, and our money, and just stay home. If the NFL wants us, have them 
pick up all expenses to their so-called “expansion meetings.”
    Millions has been lost in trying to lure a team, by the city, and county. 
We’ve heard a team was coming by 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, now “maybe” 
by 2011. L.A. has not had a team since 1994, and who misses one?
    Perhaps the most logical conclusion came from Supervisor Zev 
Yaroslavsky, who serves on the Coliseum Commission: “When you ask a 
girl out 25 times, and she says no 25 times, maybe you just don’t call for 
the 26th time.”
    There won’t be a wedding or honeymoon, between Los Angeles and 
the NFL in the foreseeable future. It’s time for local elected officials to 
heed the overwhelming wishes of its constituency, and break off this 
wasted, frustrating, useless 10-year engagement.”

    Time to move on…   

EDITORIALS
No Thanks NFL

   Was recently passed Proposition R on the city ballot just a  “scam’?
     With the ink hardly dry on the ethics reform – term limits extension, 
it is already being condemned by our City Ethics Commission, and 
others.
     “I think the public was sold a bill of goods, and it will be more difficult 
to regulate  the lobbyists,” Chairman Bill Boyarsky stated.
    Voters approved the measure by a good margin despite “Vote No on 
R” editorials by the Los Angeles Times, The Daily News, and more than 
100 community groups, neighborhood councils, labor organizations, 
and local leaders.
   Complicating the matter is the continuing uncertainty of the legal 
issues, and remains in the hands of the courts.
  A very vocal group of opponents remain adamantly opposed to 
implementing the measure “on procedural, legal, and ethical matters,” 
said Joe Vitti, President of Valley Vote. “Increasing the term limits for the 
L.A. City Council should have been proposed to the voters as a single 
issue, and not obscured by any other language or reform, “he said.
The proposition allows City Council members to serve three, 4-year 
terms.
   Vitti said the rush by the Council to push through motions caused 
serious errors, citing City Attorney Rocky Delgadillo’s ruling that 
Proposition R “weakens current ethics laws, places the city in legal peril 
and misleading to the voters.”
   Boyarsky said that Prop. R is an “outrageous proposal, and showed 
absolute contempt for the Ethics Commission.”
    City Controller Laura Chick said before the vote, that Prop. R “in its 
current form should not go on the ballot.”
   Vitti has another fear, that the measure, if upheld, “could relieve 
lobbyists from disclosing who they are working for if they agree to get 
paid after the issue has been decided.”
     In its pre-election editorial the L.A. Daily News said Prop. R violated 
the California Constitution’s requirement that ballot measures be 
limited to a single issue.

City Council, Lobbyists Face Hurdles from Prop R

     “The Council’s members knew voters would reject giving them three four-year terms 
instead of two, so they combined their term limits with a package of so called ‘ethics 
reforms,’ that in fact do nothing to clean up City Hall,” the editorial said.
    The paper said “the Council is now raising huge bundles of cash from developers, 
contractors, and other insiders who live handsomely on the favorable treatment 
they get at City Hall.” 
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illegal party, but it was news!
    How do we cover this sensitive information? – many of 
these students were in their junior and senior years, others 
were young freshmen and sophomores. How do you board 
up an entire fraternity house, leaving a handful of members? 
At the very least it would damage the fraternity’s reputation 
nationally. How would all the parents react? Most of all, 
how would the administration from Dean of Students to 
Dean of Housing respond? And then there was 

the sheriff, and the campus police!
    “The cloak-and dagger operation” was reported by many 
local and national papers, some with a touch of humor; 
but it was much more serious to those rounded up. This 
led to scores of phone calls among students, parents, and 
attorneys - I only made one!
    It was still early in the day, 12 hours before the paper was 
“to go to bed.” One of the officials on the Student Board 
of Publications was the University’s Treasurer, who I knew 
was the “personal” designate of MSU Pres. John Hannah. 
The treasurer was on the committee that appointed me as 
editor, and we had met a few times since.

    Let’s begin with a brief history, and my first crisis as 
a journalist.
    I was born in Brooklyn, N.Y. to parents that immigrated 
in the 1920’s to the US from Poland. Neither had 
the opportunity to attend schools, so education was 
something my two sisters and I had to take seriously. I 
went from private schools, to a public high school and 
attended one year at Brooklyn College. In the days of 
simpler school transfers, and less than 30 days after 
applying, I was on a train to East Lansing, Mich., home 
of Michigan State University, to major in Journalism. 
At 19, this was the first time I had left the East Coast.
    Even when I became editor in my senior year of 
one of the largest daily college newspapers (circulation, 
17,000) in the nation, there was little “to write home 
about.” Suddenly however, without much warning, the 
clashes of my New York upbringing and the conservative 
Midwestern college town collided. Certain “things” 
taken for granted in New York were not accepted 
here.
    For two years, the only “excitement” was moving 
from covering the sport of college fencing, to night 
sports editor, to editorial page editor, to night editor- 
being responsible for getting the entire paper published 
one day each week. But then came my 1957-1958 
appointment as editor-in-chief. My “uneventful” 
experiences in Journalism were about to change.
    It was registration week on campus, and my staff 
of about 75 was routinely publishing our five-day-
a-week issues of the State News. The first major bit 
of local student news came from a sheriff’s report, 
that approximately 50 students, most from a popular 
fraternity, along with many coeds, were caught with 
large contents of alcohol at a nearby rented farmhouse. 
East Lansing and MSU were dry communities then 
– students were prohibited from drinking on-or-off 
campus, and Ingham County was a conservative, mid-
west farming community.
     Students apprehended drinking were usually 
suspended - sometimes, placed on probation. This was 
a disaster, and it was prominently covered on our front 
pages. It was not good news for those involved in the 

My First Panic attack, Editor At Michigan State university

    The best job I ever had required me to pay my employer 50% of what I earned. 
    When I questioned the grizzly old man who put me to work as a “seater” at the 
old Briggs Stadium, home of the Detroit Tigers baseball team, as to why I had to pay 
him for the privilege of working my rear end off; he growled the only thing that ever 
came out of his mouth, “Dem darn dimes add up.”
    Spit polishing those wooden seats for ticket holders while the other kids simply 
slapped the chair with a dusty rag paid off big time for me. Taking home four or five 
bucks a day in tips was as good as it got for an eleven year old kid especially when 
minimum wage was only fifteen cents an hour.
    I thought I knew everything there was to know about life and money when I 
turned seventeen. It was then that I joined the carnival in hopes of making more big 
bucks as a successful pitchman. You know the spiel, “Step right up folks and I’ll tell 
you what I’m going to do…”  Living, working and traveling with the world’s most 
extraordinary salesmen taught me the fundamentals of entrepreneurship.
    The farmers attending the summer fairs were anxious to see their prized 4H 
animals or the Fat Lady Freak Show. These folks had no intention of stopping to 
hear my pitch for the newest, latest “whachamacallit” gimmick. Yet, on a dusty 
gravel path separating the farm animals from the midway; I learned how to stop the 
passers by and build a group of gawkers in a flash.
    

My crowd started with one local kid who shilled as my customer staring intently on 
what I was demonstrating. It wasn’t but a moment or two before another person’s 
curiosity got the best of him. Within minutes I had a crowd. It’s just like they say in 
the bible; people beget people who beget people.
    Three twenty minute pitches an hour, fifteen hours a day during eight weeks of 
summer earned enough to support me during an entire year of college. 
    Everything I know about marketing today I learned as an eleven-year-old “seater” 
at the ballpark. Then add in the old-time salesmanship skills I developed as a teenage 
carnival pitchman and you’ve got some idea as to why, fifty years later, I’m pitching 
nickel and dime slot machines to passers by on Las Vegas’ fabulous Fremont Street 
Experience.
    My first employer was right on the mark. “Dem darn dimes add up!”

(Herb and the editor roomed together at ZBT fraternity at Michigan State University, 
both graduating in ’58.)

“Dem Darn Dimes add Up.”

334 E. Michigan Ave., E Lansing, Mich, Today

“I learned how to stop the passers by
and build a group of gawkers in a flash.”
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By Mel reiter, Valley Voice

By Herb Pastor, Las Vegas, Nevada
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    After disclosing all that was known, I related to him 
how close I was to this fraternity, not only the men, 
but also many of the implicated coeds. Also, any major 
penalties imposed would surely have led to the closing 
of an active Greek house.
    As I had hoped, Mr. May arranged a meeting for me 
with Pres. Hannah.    
    Dr. Hannah was intimidating to say the least 
– tall, stocky, gray hair, and the longest serving MSU 
president ever.
   Fortunately, we had met twice at the Spartan 
Roundtable, a group he formed in the late 1940’s, 
which provided students a forum in which to present 
their concerns directly to the President. At both 
meetings, he placed my seat next to his!
    Much of our meeting is a blur to me now, as I could only 
think of his manner, voice, rationale, and demeanor. 
I was totally overwhelmed by meeting this man, not 
at all surprised when he served in the administrations 
of eight U.S. presidents, from Presidents Truman to 
Reagan. 
    Though somber through most of our talk and 
reiterating the seriousness of the charges and events, 
his expression and body language finally led me to 
believe exoneration was a possibility.
    In a few hours it was reported to me that all the 
men and women would be placed on probation, but no 
suspensions! Eventually, all would go on to graduate, 
uneventfully, with their respective classes.
    I was exhausted that night, it being almost midnight, 
and made the long walk back through East Lansing, 
anxious for bed. My campus “home” looked surreal, as 
I walked up the front steps, and because of the late 
hour, almost everyone would be asleep.
    But to me, this was a very special night, noting the 
ZBT sign hanging above, and knowing that not only 
would my fraternity brothers, best friends, and room 
mates, still be here tomorrow – but so would the 
house!  
    
(Editor’s note: Next issue, my “five minutes of fame” with 

the 1950’s Civil Rights’ Movement)    



    The popular maker of Bratz Boyz and Girls, 
is moving to the former home of the Los Angeles 
Times’ 26 acre cite in Chatsworth.
   The location is across from the new County 
Courthouse, east of the Pacific-Winnetka Theatres, 
and sits at the intersection of Winnetka and 
Prairie.  
       The move has been reported by the San Fernando 
Valley Business Journal, the Times, and the News.
  Bratz, owned by MGA Entertainment, Inc., 
currently is based in Van Nuys, but considerably 
more space and parking was needed, according to a 
company spokesman.
       Bratz’ website has its dolls catching up to Mattel’s 
Barbie, stating it’s reaching a whole new generation 
of young people.
    A company official said production of the dolls 
and other toys will continue elsewhere, but hinted 

Bratz Dolls Reported Relocating
To Times Site In Chatsworth

Chatsworth could be expanded up to 400 
positions or more of mostly middle managers 
and executives.
    The Times, which owns the building and 
property, reported that sources had revealed 
the price between $27 million and $29 million, 
lower than its 2005 assessed value of $36.8 
million.
    Recently, MGA announced its purchase of 
Ohio-based outdoor toys maker LittleTikes 
Co., saying it would move some of those 
operations to Los Angeles.
    Mattel Inc. is suing Bratz Doll maker MGA 
Entertainment of stealing plans and secrets 
and hiring away employees, resulting in losses 
of millions of dollars.
    MGA Chief Executive Isaac Larian called all 
the charges “baseless and improper.”

    
    Early this year Mayor Villaraigosa, city councilmen 
and local business leaders met with European 
aircraft maker Airbus amidst high expectations to 
create thousands of jobs here in the Valley.
  Six months later, despite all the hoopla, there has 
been little progress reported. An Airbus-North 
America official told the Valley Voice that “there 
isn’t much news to tell at this point – as I’m sure 
you’re aware.”
  Almost 100 L.A. area companies, including some 
in the Valley, already work with Airbus – many also 
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New airbus Jobs In Valley “Losing Gas” NEWS Briefs
Baja Fresh 

Sold by Wendy’s    

    Baja Fresh Mexican Grills, including the unit in 
Porter Ranch and Northridge have been sold at a 
substantial loss by Wendy’s International Inc.
    Wendy’s announced it has sold all its Baja Fresh 
stores to investment firms for $31 million. The 
hamburger chain paid $275 million less than five 
years ago. Baja has about 300 restaurants in 25 
states.
    The new owners already own or are franchisees 
of the Sweet Factory, Cinnabon, Denny’s, and 
others.
    Remember Dave Thomas? The founder of 
Wendy’s often appeared on television to pitch his 
own products. Many believe Wendy’s lost their 
best “salesman” after his passing.
    Baja Fresh, founded in 1990 had revenues of  
$172 million in the last 12 months.
They also have locations in Chatsworth, West 
Hills, and, Granada Hills.

“Let My Papers Go”
    What do you do after thieves pilfer the entire 
press run on three occasions from a Chula Vista 
newspaper, and sell it in Mexico to recyclers?
    Or when thousands of copies are heisted in San 
Gabriel of a Chinese language newspaper?
    Sometimes they are taken for political purposes, 
as in the case of a Berkeley Mayor, not liking the 
student paper for endorsing his opponent, trashed 
hundreds of copies of the Daily Californian.
    At the urging of newspaper groups in California, 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger recently signed 
legislation prohibiting more than 25 copies of a 
free newspaper to be recycled by anyone before 
they have a chance to be read.
    If you get caught, and reported, by a recycler or 
others, and convicted, it could cost you $250 for 
a first offense. Try it a second time and  you could 
be collecting trash in county jail for 10 days, plus 
a $500 fine.

Want Tax advice?
Go See Al Capone!

    “A good lawyer with a briefcase can steal more 
than 10 men with machine guns.”

Al Capone, Chicago Mafia Boss, in 1931

    For many years we’ve been on the side of the 
IRS struggling to get many of the nation’s largest 
corporations to pay their fair share of taxes. 
Billions of dollars are in dispute. Legal, or not 
legal?
    According to the pro-business Wall Street 
Journal, “various strategies are aided by overseas 
banks, or non-profit organizations, that use 
complex legal structures to share their tax 
advantages with U.S. companies”
    It seems that every time the IRS tries to close 
all the loopholes, new company strategies are 
created.
    General Electric, Merck, and DOW Chemical 
were just a few of the companies cited by the 
financial newspaper. Who represents these 
companies? Many former top IRS tax attorneys!
So right you were Al Capone!

Save This Date
    “It was reported that a $20 million provision 
has been placed in the military-spending bill to 
pay for a party celebrating America’s victory in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. 
     So save the date: Feb. 8, 3046”  

supplying Boeing.
    The spokesperson continued, 
“Airbus is currently reviewing 
every facet of its operation, 
including its supplier base 
and processes.”
    Those customers include 
America West, Frontier, 
JetBlue, Northwest, Spirit, 
United, UPS, US Airways 
and Virgin America.
    According to a 2000 study 
by the Valley Industry and 
Commerce Association – the 
Valley had the greatest number 
of aerospace companies in the 
United States.
    Not to be impatient, the 

Airbus official concluded that “Southern California 
remains a vital hub of supplier partners for Airbus, 
and we continue to work with our partners out there 
to develop superior aircraft.”
    Early this month, FedEx Corporation cancelled its 
order for the A380 Super Jumbo aircraft.
    FedEx said it cancelled orders for 10 of the 
freighters, and announced it would buy 15 of 
Boeing’s new 777’s. A FedEx spokesman said that 
production delays necessitated the change. 



 The Greenlee School of Journalism and 
Communication recently celebrated a centennial 
of journalism education during which discovered 
a 1919 Desk Book used to train student reporters 

at what was then the Department of Agricultural 
Journalism at Iowa State College.
    Apart from an antiquated phrase or two in the “13 
Commandments for Reporters” those principles did 
not seem to vary much in more than 85 years.
    Conclusion? The only difference in our values is 
the technological means of communicating them.

13 Commandments For Reporters

(January 1919)
• Accuracy always.
• Get the big things in a talk, meeting, 

interview or story. Avoid trivial details, but 
get significant words, acts or facts.

• Make your story brief, clear and interesting 
and put punch into it. Put the whole story in 
the first sentence, the main things first and 
“also spokes” at the end.

When old advice Still Works Today
• Don’t be afraid to let a man tell part of the story 

in his own words.• Get advance copy of 
speech or report when possible.

• If you can’t get your assignment, don’t come 

back. Go to the nearest phone and call up for 
instructions.

• Do unto the linotype operator and copy reader 
as you would have them do unto you – when it 
comes to writing clean copy.

• “I have found that the particular thing you have 
to surrender to is facts.” – Woodrow Wilson.

• To misspell a man’s name or omit his middle 
initial is to insult him.

• All the world loves a lover – and reads a good 
human interest story.

• Always get the story you go after – and another 
one.

• Use your brains and your dictionary – if you have 
either.

• “P.D.Q.” (Pretty Darn Quick)

Michael Bugeja, in Quill
October/November 2006
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• We shall maintain a complete severance of all 
political parties and special interests. 

• We will maintain freedom of speech and press, 
and those great principles of religious tolerance, 
which allows every person to worship according 
to dictates of their own conscience.

• We shall encourage legal immigration.
• We shall respect our governments – local, state 

and federal – encouraging and promoting them 
– resisting everything that can do them harm.

• We will remember and honor, every man and 
woman, who has served our nation, now and 
forever.

• We shall be free and independent, unawed by 
power. The use of our columns shall be denied 
to no one whose comments are to promote the 
public’s well-being.

• We commence our first issue with a few pages, 
but our dimensions will be enlarged, with our 
readers’ support and participation.

Valley Voice Mission Statement

      It has been said that “There are many valleys, 
but there is only one Valley.”
     
       That the “Valley is the oldest and largest 
suburb in America.”

        To all those people in the northwest Valley, 
this is your newspaper – and hope we serve you 
well!

       The Valley Voice, November 2006, with respects 
to the Californian, the first newspaper in our state, 
Aug. 15, 1846.
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“I have found that the particular thing you have to
surrender to is facts.”   − Woodrow Wilson

✍



DRIVING in the Valley

Save on Gas
Want to find the lowest price gas station in the 
northwest Valley?
    Thanks to the Auto Club, go to their gas price finder www.aaa.com and enter 
your zip code. You will find gas prices within a 3, 5, and 10 mile radius.
    You can also go to www.fuelcostcalculator.com to plan on the cost of fuel on a 
road trip.
    Finally, on www.fuelgagereport.com, you can get comparisons on fuel prices in 
your area as far back as one year ago.

orange Line May
Go to 118 Freeway
    The Orange Line that currently runs between North Hollywood and Warner 
Center in Woodland Hills will be extended north to Chatsworth, Metro officials 
announced.
    It was reported that the MTA is also considering additional service from 
Chatsworth to the 118 Freeway.
    The approved extension would run along Canoga Avenue to the Metrolink 
Station in Chatsworth, aided by almost $ 100 million coming from state 
funds.
    Should Metro have the need and money to reach the 118, a park-and-ride 
lot would be built, officials said. 

Local Signals Go Hi-Tech
   The northwest Valley has hooked up to the city’s Adaptive Control System, 
following the introduction this month at Reseda and Rinaldi of the new 
apparatus.
   Major streets paralleling the 118 Ronald Reagan Freeway with street signals 
are now synchronized by City Hall’s traffic computer.
    L.A. engineers can now control the flow of street traffic, using cameras, to 
avoid congestion entering the freeway. 

Bob Hope airport
Soaring in Fliers
    Bob Hope International (Burbank) Airport is growing in passengers, and so 

are its improvements underway, with more planned.
    Already in progress is work to repave its two runways, noise mitigation, 
removing a road, repaving a parking lot, removing another to add to a taxiway 
and the construction of a new valet parking facility, according to the Daily 
News.
    The paper also reported that gathered figures showed an increase to 5.5 
million passengers in 2005, compared to 4.9 million in 2004.

Smile
    This photo may cost you $ 361 – the fine for going through a red light.
    Adding to a Dept. of Transportation program that started more than 10 years 
ago, red-light cameras will be installed next July at the following intersections 
here in the Valley.

1. Balboa Blvd. and Vanowen Street
2. Louise Avenue and Sherman Way

    These are two of the 10 new Valley installations, with the rest of Los Angeles 
getting 22.
    The fine for illegal right turns is $151.
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our area Getting
More Turn Signals
Frustrated by sitting in traffic on our local streets?
   The city has announced it will spend over $8,000,000 to install left turn signals 
at 160 more intersections, including at least 10 in the northwest Valley. Most 
of these signals will be the type that fade to a green ball, not a red arrow, which 
should improve traffic flow.

    Those streets include:

    

   According to the L.A. Police Department, approximately 1500 collisions occur in 
the Valley each month, and it is believed these new signals will help.

Corbin and Nordhoff
Lassen and Woodley
Lassen and Zelzah
Lassen and DeSoto

Zelzah and Roscoe
Nordhoff and Balboa
Nordhoff and DeSoto
And three more at CSUN, all on Nordhoff.



There are no mountains around London.  There aren’t any around New York either.  
These are remarkable places to visit, but if you have grown used to being protected by 
mountains as I have after years of living in the San Fernando Valley, suddenly mountains 
seem indispensable.

It’s one of those things you take for granted…like breathing, hunger and bad reality TV 
series concepts: the mountains surrounding the San Fernando Valley are inevitable.  They 
are watchtowers, guardians and barriers.  They are not lush like the mountains of the 
Pacific Northwest where I grew up; they are not ironic like the carved creations volcanoes 
made in Arizona where my parents now reside.  They are simply what they are, which is 
why I love them.

Having said that, one doesn’t often consider the real values that the mountains provide 
for the local inhabitants (notwithstanding the coyotes, rabbits and other indigenous 
critters who, if they could talk, would probably be writing a far more passionate 
commentary than this one).  For weather reports alone, one need only look above these 
trusted natural monoliths.  To the east one can see all the smog hovering over Pasadena 
that has collected from downtown and know it’s dry, dusty and airless out.  To the south 
one can see the fog from the ocean rolling over the Hollywood area.  To the west one can 
tell if rain is imminent or not (hint:  probably not!)  To the north…well, the north is the 
wild card, I suppose, from a weather standpoint.  More realistically, the weather from this 
direction is wind generated by hordes of enthusiastic suburbanites climbing over the top 
of each other to commute HERE.

Residents of the valley “own” these mountains, if anyone does.  I can’t tell you the hours 
I’ve logged standing on the rooftop of my apartment building getting a 360-degree view 
and relishing this sense of ownership.  

As a transplant from Oregon I spent countless hours commuting back and forth over 
the grapevine; the junction of the 405 and 5 freeways always meant I was nearly back to 
my modern life. 

As an established young man I could almost feel the Hollywood sign beckoning to me 
from the other side of the hills, though it was unseen, like an apparition or deity.  

As I became more entrenched in the work force I spent many hours commuting to and 
from Pasadena and all points east.  Frankly, the less said about that the better.

As I march begrudgingly towards middle age I find myself looking towards the 
mountains of the west and longing to cross them to get to the clean, mild beaches of 
Ventura County.

Of course, the mountains belong to no one in the end, even as they are there for us all 
to share.  If you don’t believe me, ask the dinosaurs who used to be tenants of the area. 

I  raise my cup to 
the mountains…if you 
think you haven’t grown 
accustomed to them…go 
to London and see what I 
mean for yourself.

Residents of the valley 
“own” these mountains, if 
anyone does.  I can’t tell 
you the hours I’ve logged 
standing on the rooftop 
of my apartment building 
getting a 360-degree view 
and relishing this sense of 
ownership.  

As a transplant from 
Oregon I spent countless 
hours commuting back and 
forth over the grapevine; 
the junction of the 405 
and 5 freeways always 
meant I was nearly back to 
my modern life. 

As an established young 
man I could almost feel the 
Hollywood sign beckoning 
to me from the other side 
of the hills, though it was 
unseen, like an apparition 
or deity.  

As I became more 
entrenched in the work 
force I spent many hours 
commuting to and from 
Pasadena and all points 
east.  Frankly, the less said 

LIVING in the Valley

“There are Mountains”
By S. Claus
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about that the better.   
As I march begrudgingly towards middle age I find myself looking towards the 

mountains of the west and longing to cross them to get to the clean, mild beaches of 
Ventura County.

Of course, the mountains belong to no one in the end, even as they are there for us 
all to share.  If you don’t believe me, ask the dinosaurs who used to be tenants of the 
area. 

I raise my cup to the mountains…if you think you haven’t grown accustomed to 
them…go to London and see what I mean for yourself.



try. It ends up being his dancing that the penguins 
respond to rather than the singing. However, some 

of the elders are extremely upset by this and blame 
his dancing for the lack of fish. So Mumble is banned 
from his home, but he refuses to change who he is. 
Even though he has been abandoned, Mumble still 
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Valley Voice MOVIE REVIEWS

It seems the quality of kids’ animated films has gone 
down recently. They used to be very strong, such as 
The Lion King and Aladdin. This year we have had ones 
like Ant Bully, Everyone’s Hero and Flushed Away. Ant 
Bully and Everyone’s Hero were not very highly talked 
about and they both had pretty limited releases. It’s 
still a little too soon to tell for Flushed Away, but I 
suspect that it will fall in to the same pattern. This is 
one reason why Happy Feet is so refreshing, because 
it is completely different than these. It is particularly 
strong through its’ plot, characters, and visuals. 
    Mumble (Wood) is an outsider in his homeland. 
The most important thing is each penguin’s heart 
song. That is how they meet and find the one they are 
meant to be with. Mumble is the first penguin who 
has not been able to sing. He becomes a loner since 
no one will accept him. From birth he has constantly 
been dancing. This isn’t considered very penguin like 
and just pushes people away from him more. This 
leads to the point of him being transported to another 
penguin habitat where he finds thing very different. 
Mumble soon finds real friends for the first time in his 
life. However, Mumble still longs for the penguin with 
the most beautiful voice, Gloria (Murphy). So they 
go to the wise penguin with all the answers, Lovelace 
(Williams). Mumble upsets him with suggestions of 
aliens and Lovelace refuses to talk with anyone. 
    Mumble and his new friends decide they will have 
to win Gloria over. So they go back to his home and 

Happy Feet
Valley Voice Film review, By Kelsey Zukowski

wants to help everyone. He attempts to find the aliens 
who he feels are responsible for the shortage of fish. 
He has quite an adventure getting to them and refuses 
to give up even when everyone else does. 
    Happy Feet is a wonderful and joyous movie. The 
visual images are spectacular. The colors are vividly 
beautiful and the shades are a sight to behold. One of 
my first thoughts at the beginning of this movie was 
how well done the lighting was. How often is that the 
dominant thought in an animated film? Some of the 
shots were so bold that it almost brought you to the 
scene. 
    The theme of humans being aliens was quite 
amusing as well. It made sure to keep the species as 
different as possible. To show this further it used the 
animation with the animals and real life camera shot 
with the humans. The animals know that the “aliens” 
are smarter than them and fear they could lead 
them to starvation. This film definitely had an anti-
hunting motif. It shows from the animals perspective 
how harmful it can be; by killing some animals, even 
more end up being in danger since they in turn have 
less to eat. Another motif is leaving animals in their 
true habitat. At one point in the movie, Mumble, 
gets trapped in a zoo exhibit. He has optical illusions 
of his family and friends and is just tricked by his 
surroundings. He isn’t really happy until he is back at 
home with the ones he loves and dancing to the true 
beat of his heart. 

Casino Royale: a Tale of Two Bonds
by Marian rudnyk for the Valley Voice 

©2006 Spacetiki/rudnyk.

    a CRaG-LIkE FaCE
“You can turn off the charm, I’m immune.” said Pussy 
Galore in 1964’s Goldfinger to then Bond, Sean Connery. 
And it seems that’s exactly what the people making Casino 
Royale have done. I spent the week watching all 22 James 
Bond films, reading the original 1953 book version of 
Casino Royale, then bought a ticket and sat with everybody 
else in excited awed wonder through the latest James Bond 
outing, Casino Royale. Yes it’s that good. And, yes, you 
should go see it. And, yes again, you will enjoy it! That 
being said, only one question now remains: Connery 
or Craig? Yes, Craig was THAT good as Bond!
    So who is this new “Blonde Bond”, as some have 
dubbed him? His name is – Craig, Daniel Craig 
– and he is the seventh and latest to step into 
the feature-film shoes of the mythic James Bond.  
Played with blue steely-eyed aplomb, 38 year old 
Craig is cold, almost to the extreme. His Bond, at 
times, is so detached and relentless, that during 
the instances where he seems to show genuine 
affection and care to our femme fatales (played by 
Eva Green and Caterina Murino), it tends to read 
cold. Perhaps Craig’s motivations stem from his 
previous role as a hit man (in Steven Spielberg’s 
2005 film“Munich”). 

    PINk LIGHTS aND CHaMPaGNE
    The problem here is that Bond was never, not 
even in the original 1953 Ian Fleming book upon 
which this modernized film version is very loosely 
based, meant to be a totally cold-hearted killing 
machine. Craig’s lack of warmth and charm give him 
a Ternimatoresque coldness that ices his romantic and 
touching scenes. Fleming’s original book makes us very 
aware of the fact that Bond is about destroying evil, 
loves luxury and independence, and, as self-iconic as 
he is, is defined by his women.  He has the capacity to 
love. But above all he is charming, and that charm is 
just as important a weapon as his PPK. And it is here 
that this new film version falls flat. But the problems 
don’t end there. 
    The original 1953 cold war plot of the book has 
been understandably updated to involve the global 
funding of terrorism. The high stakes card game, and 

exotic locations are still there. The beautiful women 
still here - but not many. Unfortunately their screen 
time is limited. Fortunately, in typical Bond fashion, 
there is lots of action right from the start. There 
is some excellent effects work (between 300-400 
effects shots), especially in the exciting opening 
chase sequence (I won’t spoil it), and you can tell 
the effects people had fun with a collapsing building 
sequence in Italy. Also, some old favorites are back. 

M is once again played by Judy Dench with the 
zeal and comfort of a Bond veteran. There are also 
plenty of hidden nods to previous Bond films here 
(see if you can find them). And, of course, there is 
even an 1964 Aston Martin for Bond to drive.
    The opening title sequence by Bond five-timer 
Daniel Kleinman (inspired by cover graphics from 
the first edition 1953 novel) is intentionally devoid 
of any hint of women. But Kleinman should know 
better. As cool as this opening is, even playing the 
queen of hearts for a wink would have given it 
that Bond-touch it lacked. Add the poor casting of 
the fine French actress Eva Green as Vesper Lynd, 
and we know there is something not quite right in 

this 2006 version of Fleming’s Bond world. Green 
is about as attractive and interesting as a school 
marm. When Bond asks her to look her sexiest at 
a high-stakes card game so that she distracts the 
other players, it is hard not to notice that most of 
the other women in that room completely “outrank” 
her. This is supposed to be the Bond girl that steals 
007’s heart and makes him resign Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service?  Sean Connery’s Ursula Andress has 

nothing to worry about. Fortunately, Caterina 
Murino’s short-lived earlier appearance with 
Craig manages to sizzle on screen.
    The martinis are also still present. You’ll 
hear people say that Craig’s 007, at one point 
when he is agitated, retorts that he doesn’t give 
a damn if the martinis are shaken or stirred. 
However, astute people in the audience will 
note that earlier, Bond had rattled off a martini 
recipe so specific (that DOES specify “shaken”) 
that it intrigues most of the other card players 
to such a degree, much to the villain’s irritation, 
that they order the same. Craig’s Bond: still 
“shaken, not stirred.”

    MoMENT oF TRUTH
    Unfortunately, you have only to watch 
Connery in Golfinger (1964), or listen to Nancy 
Sinatra’s sultry theme song in “You Only Live 
Twice”(1967), to know that this is the Bond 
Fleming intended. This is the Bond for the 

ages. The Bond that has carried this franchise for 44 
years. Are the people of the 21st century so cold and 
detached that their James Bond becomes merely a 
killing machine? Probably not. Bond is not necessarily 
about violence or sex, but about maintaining charm, 
sophistication and resourcefulness inspite of these 
things, as well as using them to his advantage. And 
though veteran producers Michael G. Wilson and 
Barbara Broccoli, and director Martin Campbell get 
a smashing (literally) performance out of Craig, he 
lacks the charm and suave of previous Bonds – most 
notably Sean Connery (with additional nod to Pierce 
Brosnan). As wonderful as this film is, Connery’s 
007 still remains the definitive Bond to beat. 
           



“To Live and Die” With 
The Cable Guy

   I’ve been living in Los Angeles 
now for almost twenty years.  I moved 
here from New York in August, 1987.  
In the Big Apple, anyone who owned a 
car was an idiot.  Between overpriced 
car ownership fees, insurance rates 
and parking garage spaces, anyone 
who did own an auto deserves all the 
Mylanta they could swallow.
   But in Los Angeles, owning a car is 
a necessity.  But as Uncle Ben said to 
Peter Parker (Spider-Man’s alter-ego):  
“With great power comes responsibility.”  
Especially when it comes to parking 
your vehicle.  Somehow this innate 
“Spidey-Sense” seems to be lost on 
some Angelinos.  These misguided 
miscreants think they are entitled to 
park their cars where ever they see 
fit…even if they have to create their 
own spot from scratch.
   Space is not sufficient here to 
recount my lengthy laundry list of 
commonly seen parking peccadilloes, 
so I will discuss my two faves.  
Number one is the type of dummy 
who will park his full-size SUV in a 
parking space which clearly has the 
word “Compact” emblazoned on it.  
The only way a Hummer, Yukon or F-
150 can fit in these smaller-by-design 
parking spaces is to additionally take 

 They say that timing is 
everything.  I agree.
 For the past six months I have had 
less than 50% use of my high-speed 
internet link and my on-demand 
digital video service.  Each time one 
or both of these services has failed, 
I have called my provider to report 
the outage.  I have called so often 
that I can recite the entire phone 
message, including the warning to 
listen carefully as our menu options 
have changed; I know which button 
to push for which problem; I know 
how to re-boot both products as well 
as how to find the cable light on a 
version of the cable box that I don’t 
even have; and I have been forced to 
endure the interminable advertising 
messages while waiting for the next 
available technician.
 Oh yes, lest I forget, I have had 
to enter my 10-digit phone number 
to assure speedy assistance, only to 
have the technician ask me for my 
10-digit phone number once he or 
she gets on the line. This redundancy 
really pushed my buttons.
 In the beginning I was cooperative 
and pleasant when asked to turn 
off my computer, unplug the power 
source to my cable box, wait ten 
seconds, re-plug my power source, 
turn on my cable box, wait for the 
steady lights in the first two positions, 
and re-boot my computer.  (A similar 
routine applies to the video recording 
problem and its related hardware.)
 After the first six calls I began to 
get a little petulant when I explained 
that prior to my calling I had already 
done all of that to no avail, but the 
technician insisted I try it again 
while he/she was on the line.  This, 
too, pushed my buttons.
 At the end of each failed trial it 
was determined that they needed to 
schedule a house call.  I typically had 
to wait three to four business days 
for the house call to occur.  That 
meant that if I had the misfortune to 
experience one of these downtimes 
on a Friday, I couldn’t get anyone 
here to fix it until the following 
Wednesday or Thursday.  Lucky me.
 The agreement was that the 
technician would call to let me 
know he/she was on their way.  On 
more than one occasion this call was 
evidently made while I was on the 
phone.  Since I hate call waiting, the 
technician got a busy signal which 
meant he/she couldn’t talk to me.  
So the tech cancelled the call and 
I received a phone message that I 
was unreachable and the service 
call would have to be rescheduled 
another three to four business days 
out.  Do I even have to tell you how 
that made me feel?
 Over the afore-mentioned six-
month period I had no less than 
twelve service calls to my home.  
With each call the tech would find 
the problem, fix the problem and 
leave happily knowing I was back in 
business.  Within one week the same 
problem would reappear.
 I won’t bore you with a description 
of all these so-called fixes. However 
I will tell you that I discovered they 
had plugged a booster cable into my 

only outside outlet without asking my 
permission or even telling me about it.  
This annoying fact was discovered when 
I tried to plug in a pump to blow up a 
float for my grandchildren.  Surprise!
  When I began ranting on my 
phone calls and insisting on talking 
to a supervisor, I was told one wasn’t 
available at that time but would call 
me back.  Did you hear from him/her?  
Neither did I.  When I demanded 
refunds for down time I was met with a 
variety of answers.
 “I can’t do that.  Only the tech can 
authorize it.”  
 “I will credit your account for the 
two weeks you have been without 
service.”
 “I will credit your account for two 
weeks of free Showtime.”
 “I can only give you credit after 
the tech has been there to verify the 
problem.”
 Look at my service record, you 
nitwit.  Do you really think I don’t have 
a problem?
 Finally I had it.  With great 
trepidation but firm resolve I phoned a 
competitor.  They had been advertising 
great specials on television.  When 
I reached their customer service 
department I was informed that those 
specials were only available if ordered 
through the internet.  
 “I don’t have internet service at this 
time.  That’s why I’m calling you.”
 “Oh.  Well go to your local library.  
You can order from there.”
 Now that’s customer service.
 So I did.  I spent forty minutes 
browsing all my options; carefully 
selected what I wanted; hit the submit 
button; received the following message: 
Due to technical 
difficulties we cannot process your 
order at this time.  Please try again later.  
I swear to God tears spilled from my 
eyes.
 The next day I went to a friend’s 
house and used her computer.  I did 
get my order placed and arranged for 
activation one week hence.  Two days 
later the last tech I had spoken to 
actually did call me.
 “Hi. Do you remember our 
conversation two weeks ago?”
 “Yes.”
 “Did anyone come to fix your cable 
outside?”
 “No.”
 “Oh, I am so very sorry.  This is 
my fault.  I didn’t process the order 
correctly.  I’ll take care of it right now 
and arrange for a house call.”
 “Don’t bother.  I have already 
arranged for a new service.  As of next 
week I will be canceling all services 
with your company.  I don’t ever want 
to have to deal with any of you again.”
 “But this is all my fault.  I feel just 
awful about this.”
 “Listen carefully.  Perhaps this last 
instance was your fault, but you are not 
responsible for everything else that has 
happened over the past six months.  
Don’t blame yourself and don’t take this 
personally. Good bye.”
 The next day my internet was back 
up and running.  My video on demand 
was back up and running.  Neither has 
failed during the week that I have been 
waiting to activate my new service.
 

By Rochelle Linick

Parking In The Valley or 
I’m a Friggin’ Self-Entitled 

Idiot...Hear Me Roar!
By Gerry Ringwald

up the slots on either side of it.  I 
could bore you with my many theories 
as to why some botoxed soccer moms 
or jarheaded fitness freaks would even 
attempt such a maneuver, but suffice 
it to say, Freud nailed it a long time 
ago.  
   Number two is the type of self-entitled 
snot-balls who doesn’t feel that he 
or she should have to actually waste 
precious time searching for a parking 
space.  Why look for one, when, with 
one easy tug on the emergency brake, 
you can make a spot of your own?  Of 
course, this supreme act of selfishness 
is usually accompanied by the catcalls 
of several angry motorists who now 
can’t back out their cars because of 
this new road obstruction.  Typically, 
the nimrod behind the wheel is 
shamelessly oblivious to the angry 
epithets hurled in his direction, due to 
the bulletproof glass, which I assume 
comes standard on all new models.
   Ironically, this trend will probably 
abate itself due to the high cost of 
gasoline.  Or at least, we can hope.  Of 
course, those crafty automakers are 
already working on a new generation 
of SUV.  The new models will only be 
as wide as a Yugo…and come with 
their own set of designer pylons.

HoW To REaCH US
Letters to the Editor
   Please keep them brief and include your name, address and daytime 
phone. We reserve the right to edit all submissions. Send to: Valley 
Voice 19630 Rinaldi St., Suite 502, Porter Ranch, Ca 91326  or 
yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com or fax to (818) 739 6854. 

Guest Articles and opinions
   These should run between 500 and 750 words on topics of interest to 
our northwest Valley readers.

Advertising
    Please reach us at the above numbers, and at (310) 429 0484.

It’s the last inning of the
last game in Northridge’ 
Little league softball 
division for girls age 8 and 
under,
between the Red Tides
and Blue Lightning.

Mike Dobry and son Sam, 
7, Porter Ranch, plant 
first tree Saturday, Nov. 
18, part of Councilman’s 
Greig Smith and City Park 
Dept.’s “Plant a Tree Day” 
at Holleigh Bernson Park.
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